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Introduction

Grey-green sea foamcoats the ocean surface as the 
choppy waves break the silence of the crisp, early morning.
You stand alone, leaning against the oak railing of the 
port bow of the Wispwater; your eyes scanning the distant
horizon.

                       - exerpt from The Cordon of Holmgard

Many adventurers from across Magnamund at one point or
another find themselves travelling through the lush 
countryside of Sommerlund and the barren waste of The 
Lastlands.  For many of those adventurers, this pocket tome
has proven an invaluable tool in finding their way.
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City of Holmgard

     As the most powerful nation upon to continent of Magnamund, Sommerlund’s Captial
is the seat of that power.  

     Holmgard sits on the Holfgulf and apart from being the capital of Sommerlund it is also
one of the major seaportsfor traffic from the Gulf of Durenor to the East and the Kaltersee
to the north.

     The city is enclosed by grey-white walls two hundred feet in height whose gatehouses 
are 100 yards long. At the center of the city is the citadel of the king.

     The city was besieged by the Darklords shortly after the Massacre of the Kai. Lone Wolf 
was the means of the city's salvation when he killed the Darklord Zagarna with the 
Sommerswerd from atop the city walls.

     King Ulnar IV is the current ruler of Sommerlund and from his citadel within the walls of 
Holmgard his rules over at total population of roughly 325,000 Sommlending.  
Sommerlund also serves as the front line protector against a Darklord assault from the 
Darklands which shares Sommerlund’s Western Border in the Durncrag Mountains.

     Common industries surrounding Holmgard are tiber, fishing, agriculture, mining, 
metalcraft, and gemstone cultivation. Of all the cities in the free lands, Holmgardis a ripe
location for anyone looking for anything they need.

     The Eledil river flows east from the Durncrag Mountains and into Holmgard before
emptying into the Holmgulf.  This artery provides quick transportation for river craft and
merchantmen west of Holmgard.

     The houses of Holmgard were built so close together so that it was possible to traverse 
the city on the rooftops. The citizens used this method of travel when the autumn rains 
turned the unpaved streets into a quagmire. This elaborate system of bridges and 
housetops became known as the "Roofways". The Roofways were shut down by royal 
decree when too many injuries resulted from its use.

     The Graveyard of the Ancients is a mist-shrouded graveyard just North of Holmgard. 
This place is taboo because of the nameless horrors that inhabit it. No one knows who lies
 in eternal unrest here but the Evil that "lives" there is more ancient than the Darklords.
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The Kai Monestary

     The Kai Monestary was built by Sun-Eagle in MS 3810.  It is situated in the high hills 
of Western Sommerlund.  The Monestary became a warrior school devoted to the 
development of the Kai Disciplines.  Here potential Kai Lords were trained in all the warrior 
skills and imbued with the virtues of truth, honour, and courage.

     - excerpt from The Magnamund Companion

     Following the defeat of Archlord Vashna at the Makkengorge in MS 3799, the Baron 
of Toran received a vision from the God Kai which charged the Baron to embark on a holy
quest to retreive the lost Lorestones of Nyxator.  

     The journey takes the Baron ten years to complete.  After emerging from the depths of 
Agarash’s dungeons successful, the Baron is much changed for his quest.  From the trails of 
his quest and his direct exposureto the Lorestones his body has been honed to physcial 
perfection.  His psychic abilities have also awakened and he know possesses great 
understanding of the natural world and healing arts.  The Baron takes the name Sun Eagle
 following his quest for he carried the fallen King of Sommerlund’s shield with him on his
journey and upon his successful return Kai repairs the shield with the image of a eagle. 

     Sun Eagle knew that the knowledge contained in the Lorestones would provide aid to
all of Magnamund.  Sun Eagle then set hmself on the second part of Kai Vision, the 
construction of the Kai Monestary.

     Upon its completion, the monestary opens its doors to the children of Sommerlund
Noble families.  For generations it is the training ground of the ultimate protectors of 
Sommerlund, Magnamund, and all that is good in the world.

     The Tower of the Sun is the tallest tower of the Kai Monestary.  It contains the Lore Halls
of  Spirit, Light, and Fire, along with the Master and Grandmaster’s Halls.

     The Durncrag Tower is the largest perimeter guard tower of the structure situated along 
the North Watch  which also contains the primary food store and water tank for the 
monestary.
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City of Toran

     A city on the mouth of the River Tor in Northern Sommerlund. Toran is the center of the 
Baronial province of Toran. It is ruled not by a Baron but by a Council of Guilds. The most 
powerful guild is the Magicians' Guild.

     The city's streets were constructed under the direction of the Magician's Guild to focus 
magical energy for the city's defense. Indeed, the walls of the city are said to be sentient. The 
walls appear comfortingly secure from the inside and hostile from the outside. Many 
would-be conquerors have been beaten back by the walls of Toran.

     The city was razed when the Darklords invaded Sommerlund in MS 5050. Zagarna 
directed a horde of kraan and zlanbeast against Toran. The walls could not defend against 
these flying terrors as they dropped fire from above. The airborne attack was accompanied 
by a naval strike.

     Also known as the Magician's Guild of Toran. The Brotherhood of the Crystal Star was 
housed in what was called the Guildhall. This was a group of adepts of Left-handed magic. 
It was the magical arm of the Sommlending defense. The name comes from the crystal star 
pendant given to those who were accepted as Brothers. The typical uniform of the 
Brotherhood was a loose, blue robe embroidered with stars, moons and other celestial 
bodies.

     The Brotherhood was founded to seek power. It was a matter of wisdom and tradition 
that they held to the Left-hand path. The Guild was ruled by a Guildmaster and a council 
of twelve Elders. The guildmaster at the time of the Massacre of the Kai played a large role 
in the early years of Lone Wolf's quest. Other noteworhty members of the Brotherhood 
are: Banedon, Vonotar, Loren, Artel, Heikon and Martat.

     The Magician's Guild had a prophecy that two young men, one a warrior and one a 
mage from the Brotherhood, would ally themselves and reign over Magnamund bringing 
an era of peace and prosperity. Vonotar the Traitor believed he was the fulfillment of this 
prophecy when he joined with Zagarna. Banedon and Lone Wolf were the true fulfillment 
of this prophecy.

     The Tor River originates in the Durncrag Mountains and flows through Toran before
emptying into the Kaltersee.  Toran functions as a seaport at its mouth and Dage lies near 
its banks.
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City of Ragadorn

     The Wildlands are a choatic realm with sparse populations carving out an existance
along a small strip on land that runs across the northern coast of the “nation”.  The
remainder of the region is completely untamed and quite hazardous to enter though an 
ancient road of wide flat stones exists and slpits the land in two from west to east. The Grey 
Road as it is called is heavily used for merchant traffic between Summerlund and Durenor.

     The Wildlands have been effectively written off as hibitable save for the large coastal city
 of Ragadorn on the Gulf of Durenor.  The city is heavly defended because of its use as a land
way-station and a port city between Sommerlund and Durenor as it is situated at the virtual 
midpoint of the sea and land journey between these great nations.

     Ragadorn was originally founded as a city of criminals that were too lawless to enter either
Sommerlund or Durenor.  However the lack of any “honest” people to rob within the city
forced these initial founders to practice an honest trade.  Within a generation the free port of 
Ragadorn was opened and has become an important and reliable stop on any coastal voyage 
either by land or sea.
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Open Gaming Licence     
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, 
Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open 
Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations 
(including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, 
improvement, compilation, abridgement or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed 
or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit 
or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the game mechanic and includes the methods, 
procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and 
is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content 
by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works 
under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product and 
product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, 
storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, 
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio 
representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, 
likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural 
abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly 
identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open 
Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a 
Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game 
License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, 
translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means the 
licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the 
Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to 
any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as 
described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content 
distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms 
of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant 
You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, 
the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, 
You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the 
rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include 
the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or 
distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.
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Open Gaming Licence (Continued)     

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to 
compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element 
of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or 
Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of 
any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product 
Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest 
in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work 
that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. 
You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game 
Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game 
Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name 
of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect
to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to 
cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination 
of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed 
only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.


